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A Smorgasbord of Concepts, Tools and
Techniques
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Social Enterprise Focus
•
•
•
•

Social enterprise school
Participatory governance approach
Communitarian approach
Marketisation approach
Hoogendorn et al., 2010, p. 39
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Unique Traits
• Social enterprise school

– focuses on nonprofits creating social purpose businesses often with the
aim of job creation

Emerson and Twersky, 1996

• Participatory governance approach

– has unique participatory characteristics

Defourny & Nyssens, 2012

• Communitarian approach

– focuses on community enterprises, is practitioner led and places
importance on values such as fairness, equality and cooperation

Mazzei and Roy, 2017, p. 2454

• Marketisation approach

– centres on earned income strategies, delivering public services, accessing
private and social investor finance and creating social enterprise spin-outs
Hazenberg, et al., 2016; Teasdale, 2012, p. 114
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Social Innova[on Focus
• Social innovation school
Hoogendorn et al., 2010, p. 39
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Community Capacity Builders Approach
•

Different combinations of
concepts, tools and techniques
would be selected for:
– commercialising a social
innovation,
– providing employment for people
disadvantaged in the labour
market,
– strengthening participation,
– accessing private investment
– building cohesive communities
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Unique Trait Social Innova[on School
• Systems approach
– the social entrepreneur identifies an opportunity in a system by
addressing a few of the underpinning causal factors of a wicked
problem: those that they consider will produce the greatest impact
Martin& Osberg, 2015
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Community Capacity Builders Approach
• The social enterprise
school, the participatory
governance approach, the
marketisation, and the
communitarian
approaches can adopt the
social innovation school
characteristic of taking a
systems approach
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Social Entrepreneurship Approaches
•
•
•
•
•

Social innovation school
Social enterprise school
Participatory governance approach
Communitarian approach
Marketisation approach

• Complexity approach

Individual Agency Approaches

Not an Individual Agency Approach
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